ACTION ITEM TITLE: Partio Food

BRIEF DESCRIPTION: Many classmates have expressed concern that the JSA needs to supply food other than pizza at partios.

DATE REPORTED: Existing Issue

JSA REPRESENTATIVE ASSIGNED: Ribka Emmanuel

RESOLUTION STEPS: Ribka researched a variety of vendors to compare prices for serving 150 students, but was overall unsuccessful. In addition, Ribka experimented with Taco Cabana and BW3 to deliver food at partios, but in both cases there was not enough food to feed all the students. Since JSA uses students’ fees to supply the food, it is our responsibility to ensure sufficient amount of food to the students attending the partios. Currently, we order pizzas at $6 per pizza from either Dominoe’s Pizza or Mr. Gattis. If any student knows a vendor that can supply the same quantity of food for equivalent prices, then JSA may consider using the vendor.

ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTATION: none